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The Conference Series
The Hamburg Conference: Law and Management of Family Firms is a joint ini-
tiative of the Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private 
Law, Hamburg, and the Institute for Mittelstand and Family Firms (IMF), also 
based in Hamburg. Family firms have increasingly become object of research 
activities in a variety of disciplines, such as law, psychology, management, and 
sociology. Exchange between the disciplines has taken place in some cases; for 
instance, the concept of socioemotional wealth (SEW) reflects contributions 
from management and psychology. However, exchange between law and manage-
ment has been very rare so far, although fields like law and economics, law and 
finance, or corporate governance have been examples of how beneficial such an 
exchange could be. That was the starting point to originate the Hamburg Confer-
ence: Law and Management of Family Firms. The conference is supposed to be 
a forum of exchange for legal and management scholars who share the interest 
in family firms. It is structured as a research conference with about 10 presenta-
tions from both fields, providing enough opportunities for discussion among the 
participants. Participants include, in addition to the presenters, a small group of 
further researchers and practitioners with an interest in family firms. In the best 
case, a cross-disciplinary discussion unfolds. To our great satisfaction, that is what 
happened in the first edition of the conference. This experience has encouraged us 
to define the conference as an annual event, taking up a specific topic each year 
that is of interest for law and management.

The family constitution was the topic of the inaugural edition of the con-
ference. This increasingly important, but under-researched instrument is part of 
the family governance structure, which in turn forms, together with the business 
governance structure, the governance framework of family firm and owning fam-
ily. As already pointed out above, governance is a subject for which the benefits 
of interdisciplinary exchange between law and management have already been 
proven. This volume assembles 12 contributions, 10 of them were presented 
during the conference. For these articles, the book includes a brief  summary 
of the discussion following the presentation. Unfortunately, hurricane “Irma” 
made it impossible for Isabel Botero to present her paper in Hamburg. The arti-
cle by  Patrick Ulrich and Sarah Speidel was integrated subsequently into this 
 collection, as it adds welcome and substantial information and facts about family 
constitutions in Germany.
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In its entirety, this collection of articles represents the richness of family busi-
ness research. There are comparative and conceptual papers as well as empirical 
articles analyzing either a single case or data from a large sample. 

Part 1 of the book begins with two surveying articles by Fleischer, and Prigge 
and Mengers. Therefore, this preface could be rather brief. Fleischer considers 
historical development and legal nature of family constitutions in five countries. 
Prigge and Mengers provide an overview of the stock of research on family con-
stitutions that management research has put forth. 

Part 2 on managerial research covers conceptual and qualitative analyses. 
Botero and Fediuk develop further Botero’s reasoning about family business 
governance in a framework made up of equity theory, psychological contracts, 
and organizational justice. In their article, they claim that governance actually 
involves interactions between two parties, i.e., sender and receiver. Thus, govern-
ance analyses should be aware of the existence of these two parties; their con-
tribution explores the receiving party’s perspective in greater detail. Matser and 
her colleagues Heeringa and van der Vloot van Vliet share their insights they 
derived from the very close companionship of a Dutch family and its family gov-
ernance. Jungell focuses on owner families where ownership disperses more and 
more. She derives from in-depth interviews and her own experiences conclusions 
about the potential benefits of family governance systems for those families. Kor-
mann introduces the Failure Mode and Event Analysis (FMEA) from the design 
of mechanical systems into the discussion of family businesses and applies this 
framework to explore the contribution of governance to the longevity and sur-
vival of the family firm.

Part 3, also on managerial research, is dedicated to quantitative analyses and 
surveys. Graves and his collaborators Caspersz and Thomas have submitted one 
of the very few studies that explore family constitutions empirically on a large 
sample, in their case of Australian family-owned businesses. They found a posi-
tive and significant relation between the existence of a family constitution or a 
code of conduct and financial performance, however, surprisingly, not for family-
oriented performance. Ulrich and Speidel report about the results of their recent 
questionnaire of German family firms and provide fresh evidence about, for 
instance, the reasons why families develop a family constitution and the impor-
tance of the development process leading to the final document.

Part 4 focuses on legal research. Bong explores the interplay between a fam-
ily constitution and the family business’s binding legal agreements. In doing so, 
he describes four different forms of family constitutions that have evolved from 
different consulting approaches in German practice. Kalss concentrates on the 
complicated interplay between company law and succession law in family firms. 
Deckert gives an overview on family constitutions and their legal relevance in 
the French company law landscape. Holler explains in detail the complexity of 
family businesses from counsel’s point of view. He points out that, contrary to a 
widespread belief, family constitutions may indeed have legal effects of one sort 
or the other under German law.

Fleischer and Prigge conclude the book with a brief  survey of future research 
opportunities that were developed by the participants during the two days in 
Hamburg.
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